
When Europeans retreated into their homes to
observe strict stay-at-home rules to contain
the coronavirus, dolphins and whales on the

Mediterranean coast basked and thrived in a hitherto
unknown calm. But the return of tourists, noisy boats
and heavy sea transport with the end of lockdowns in
France and other Mediterranean littoral countries has
signalled the return of danger and harm caused by
human activity for underwater creatures. Nowhere is
this more true then in the crystalline waters outside
France’s second biggest city of Marseille, a nature
reserve important for wildlife but also thronged with
day-trippers in the summer season. “As soon as the
pleasure boaters came back, we saw footage that real-
ly annoyed us,” said Marion Leclerc from the conser-

vationist organisation Souffleurs d’Ecume (Sea Foam
Blowers). In one video, three teenagers jump from a
boat close to a finback whale while wearing
snorkelling masks, which is dangerous for both animal
and human, said Leclerc.   “We’re speaking of an ani-
mal that weighs 70 tons,” she lamented. “Many forget
that the Mediterranean is also a home, where animals
rest, feed and reproduce,” Leclerc said. The
Mediterranean Sea is home to more than 10,000
species, despite only amounting to 1 percent of the
Earth’s oceans. But the sea which separates Africa
from Europe draws 25 percent of marine traffic. Heavy
traffic increases the risk of fatal collision with the sea
mammals. “It’s the first cause of non-natural mortality
for big cetaceans,” said Leclerc.

Reduce speed 
Out of the 87 marine mammals in the world registered

by the UN, 21 have been spotted in the Mediterranean.
Most of them are considered at risk of extinction. On a
bright summer’s morning, a group of fifty striped dolphins
splash around an inflatable blue speedboat off La Ciotat
bay a short boat ride from Marseille. “We need to reduce
our speed and place ourselves parallel to their trajectory
to avoid cutting their path. They come and play if they
want to,” said Laurene Trudelle, at the helm of the boat
belonging to the scientific research group GIS3M.

The lockdown brought maritime traffic to an almost
complete standstill, giving dolphins and whales the oppor-
tunity to explore areas from which they are normally kept
at bay by tourists.  All scientific studies were put on hold

in the Mediterranean during lockdown, but marine drone
manufacturer Sea Proven got the necessary authorisation
and funds from Prince Albert II of Monaco to continue
observations in the Pelagos Sanctuary, a marine area pro-
tected by Italy, Monaco and France.

‘Reversible pollution’ 
Bioacoustics researchers from a Toulon University

team who analysed Sea Proven’s data, observed a 30
decibel decrease in noise on the coastal areas as a result
of the total lack of pleasure boaters. And the silence
allowed the aquatic creatures to interact in areas between
two and six times as large, said researcher Herve Glotin.
“The lockdown period showed that we really are respon-
sible for the noise in the bays and that this pollution is
completely reversible,” Glotin said. “When you think that
reducing boats’ speed by 10 percent in areas highly pop-
ulated with marine mammals would be enough to signifi-
cantly decrease sound pollution and the risk of collision”
Glotin added.

The Quiet Sea research project also saw the amount of
hydrocarbon—the principal component of petrol—halve
during lockdown.   “It’s really good for biodiversity, so
indirectly for all of the food chain,” said Glotin. No binding
international law obliges ship-owners to preserve marine
mammals’ natural habitat.  But since 2017, France requires
boats that are over 24 metres (78 feet) in the Pelagos
Sanctuary to have onboard equipment which detects the
animals.—AFP 
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It might be the unlikeliest instructional video ever,
but footage of two Japanese amusement park exec-
utives demonstrating how to “scream inside your

heart” to avoid spreading COVID-19 while on a
rollercoaster has been a roaring success. “Now our
customers stay silent while riding on rollercoasters,”
a spokeswoman for amusement park operator
Fujikyuko told AFP, after the video on riding etiquette
for the coronavirus era went viral. The video features
the executives, one in a full suit and tie, the other in a
shirt and bowtie, sitting stiffbacked and straightfaced
in silence, with only the only sounds coming from the
whipping of the wind and the grinding of the roller-
coaster.

As they plunge downwards, one executive serene-
ly readjusts his hair, and his facemask, but both other-

wise remain stoically silent, even as they sway vio-
lently in the coaster car. At the end of the ride, one
man lifts his hands off the seat handles, visibly trem-
bling. A black screen follows featuring advice that
some social media users have dubbed a slogan for
2020: “scream inside your heart.” The video was first
posted last month, as coronavirus restrictions eased
and reopening theme parks asked visitors to avoid
screaming and keep social distance.

“Even though the amusement park association’s
guidelines ask you to ‘refrain from speaking loudly’
we have received complaints it is ‘difficult’ or
‘impossible’, so Fujikyu Highland offers a good
example,” the operator said on its website with the
video. It promised customers who could keep their
screams silent would get a discount on photos taken

of them on the park’s signature Fujiyama coaster,
which plunges riders from a height of more than 71
metres. On Twitter, the footage delighted viewers in
Japan and around the world. “This video is great
fun,” one Japanese user wrote. Others lauded the
theme park for inadvertently summarising the way
many have felt after months of the coronavirus pan-
demic. “Literally the best description of 2020 I’ve
ever read: please scream inside your heart,” one
Twitter user wrote.—AFP 

Visitors take a ride on a rollercoaster
at the Toshimaen amusement park in

Tokyo on Monday.—AFP 

This combination of pictures taken shows (from top left) Ciera Foster, actress and co-founder of Blac 4 Black Lives; Jasmyne Cannick, 42, social justice advocat; Tyson
Suzuki, 27, film editor and founder of “Active Advocate’; Melina Abdullah, civic leader and co-founder of the Black Lives Matter Los Angeles chapter; activist and singer-
songwriter Paris Draper, 20, and AJ Lovelace, 28, co-founder of Blac 4 Black live. —AFP photos

Melina Abdullah (second left), civic leader and co-
founder of the Black Lives Matter Los Angeles chapter,
and her children (from left to right) Amara Abdullah,
Amen Abdullah and Thandiwe Abdullah, pose during a
portrait session.

In a town that sells silver-screen fantasies to the world,
young Los Angeles entertainers are using their
Hollywood talents to inspire and lead a new generation of

real-life protesters. “I tell everybody we’re all superheroes,
because superheroes are the best of humanity,” says Ciera
Foster, who plays one in web television series “Ninjak vs.
the Valiant Universe.” “We’re walking, breathing history
right now.” When not controlling machines with her mind
as an African-American superhero, Foster organizes
demonstrations against racism and police brutality through
the streets of Los Angeles.

Like many in the entertainment industry, Foster—a stu-
dents’ rights and justice reform activist for years—spoke
out after witnessing footage of the killing of George Floyd
in May. Many young volunteers create “super-well pro-
duced” images of the protests that go viral on social media,
including for her Black Leadership Allied Coalition.

Drone footage of more than 20,000 people peacefully
marching down Hollywood Boulevard last month spread
rapidly around the world, becoming an enduring image of
the mass movement. “We have photographers hanging off
bridges and the sides of buildings covering us. They’re
sending these full-on Sundance Festival pieces... it’s amaz-
ing,” said Foster.

‘We are the change’ 
Tyson Suzuki, a young black film editor from Hawaii,

has led daily anti-racism protests to the Los Angeles may-
or’s doorstep at City Hall since Floyd’s death. “We start
protesting but we do it in harmony: ‘Eric Garcetti, listen.
Eric Garcetti, listen. We are the change. We are the
change.’” His Active Advocate group aims to achieve 100
continuous days of protest, but the thirty something
leader’s activism also goes back many years. Suzuki began

campaigning as a teenager when he realized his editing
skills—honed making skater videos—could be of use for a
campaign against big tobacco.

“I’m not an overnight activist, I am an organizer,” he
says, noting that many of those who support him also work
in entertainment.   “We all work in the creative economy.
When you’re creating something, you are innately devel-
oping a conceived idea, and the idea is driven with passion.
Right now, the passion is destroying racism.” For 28-year-
old filmmaker AJ Lovelace, that means “doing socially con-
scious films and plays” as well as using technology and
social media to help protesters “find the specific group
they align with the most.” “My plan to keep the momentum
going is to continue to create content,” he says.

‘A better future’ 
The Los Angeles movement against racism does not

just emerge from and employ the techniques of Hollywood,
but actively targets the movie industry itself. Jasmyne
Cannick, a 42-year-old social justice advocate, says it is no
surprise “that young people in entertainment are pushing
back” given the racism still rampant in the sector. “All the
people who ‘love black people’ in Hollywood—they
haven’t done a good job, because it’s still been allowed to
continue all this time,” she said. “I guess it just takes young
people to come in basically with the attitude of ‘we don’t
care—we’re going to get this done.’”

For Paris Draper, a 20-year-old singer and activist, her
generation’s focus on empathy and kindness offer hope for
radical change. “We definitely differ from past generations
because we are taking the time to hear each other out,”
she says.  “I think in this day and age we are all trying to
have a better future.”—AFP 

Environmentalits Marion Leclerc and Laurene Trudelle
monitor the sea.—AFP photos

Aquatic creatures such as these common dolphins swim-
ming off the southern French coast benefited from less
sound pollution from pleasure craft during lockdown.

Researchers track cetaceans in the Mediterranean off
La Ciotat near Marseille — during lockdown they
observed a 30 decibel noise decrease owing to the
lack of pleasure boaters. 


